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Purified water is a necessity for our existence and a critical need for sustainable future. However, 
with increased global population we are facing critical water crisis although 75% of our earth has 
water everywhere. The challenge is most often those water need purification process. Existing 
technologies for water purification – albeit effective, are energy intensive. In that regard, microbial 
fuel cell (MFC) – although lab based, has serous potential as an energy efficient purification 
technology. Electrogenic bacteria in MFCs “eat up” dirt from the waste water, purifying it, while 
releasing electrons. If these electrons are appropriately collected and feedback to the cell itself then 
the MFCs become self-powered – reducing energy requirement. The challenge lies in test setup as it 
takes months to complete any experiment making the technology development slower than it needs 
to be. Therefore, we have categorically investigated various components, materials (like carbon 
nanotube to graphene) and design issues related to a standard large-sized MFC and have developed 
micro-sized MFCs with carbon nanotube as anode (with high surface to volume ratio and excellent 
conductivity it helps offering more bio-chemical reaction areas for bacteria), air cathode as cathode 
(making the system sustainable as although oxygen can reduce oxygen content but for pragmatic 
disposable device its merit is unparalleled), membrane-less design (reducing the cost dramatically), 
usage of saliva, yogurt and tea as fuels (reducing usage of expensive and hazardous chemicals like 
acetate or ferricyanide), and finally silicon as substrates with ohmic contact (low-cost batch 
fabrication process for wide deployment and ohmic contact maximizes output current extraction) [1-
5]. Our devices have dramatically reduced the experimental time to weeks and have generated nano 
to micro-scale power making them ideal candidates for point-of-care diagnostics devices. While our 
initial work has significantly reduced the laboratory test time to expedite technology development for 
mass-scale water purification in sub-Saharan countries, to choose and optimize appropriate materials, 
designs, bacteria and bio-chemical reaction mechanism, these devices can play critical role. In future 
we envision the same devices can be used as advanced healthcare devices. Performance-efficiency-
pragmatism-cost effectiveness is perfectly blended in our devices through innovative integration of 
fundamental science and engineering.  
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